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Rhode Island Bent As a Putting Green Turf
By C. A. Tregillus, Green Section, Roya] Canadian Golf Association

The popularity of creeping bent as a putting green turf has spread
-with remarkable rapidity. Its ability to produce with proper care,
a close, dense turf capable of throttling the inroads of weeds and
withstanding the severe conditions of play and climate commends it
to golfers and greenkeepers far and wide. The use of creeping bent
has become very general throughout the northern part of North
America. We have it on putting greens over Canada to a northerly
latitude close to the 60th parallel. It is essentially at home in the
northern climates and so adapts itself particularly well to Canadian
courses.

However, simple as it is to produce a vegetated turf of creeping
bent on the new green, the transforming of an established turf to
creeping bent either seriously disrupts the course during the playing
season or takes so long that a year or more must elapse before a solid
bent turf is assured. * For this reason attention has reverted within
the past couple of years to the use of Rhode Island bent as a quick
renovator of greens composed of grasses ill suited to this purpose.
Rhode Island bent grass being reproduced from seed permits of
changing the turf over from fescue and coarser grasses at a mini-
mum of time, labor and inconvenience. The supplies of German
bent imported by America prior to the Great War contained a high
percentage of Rhode Island bent together with creeping bent and
velvet-bent. Greens sown with this seed formed a beautifully fine
sward but lacked uniformity of color and texture due to the indi-
viduality of species and of varieties within the species; the creeping
and velvet-bent showing great diversity in this respect. Of recent
years, German bent, now known commercially as South German
mixed bent, has so depreciated in quality that the writer can find
no trace of this year's importations into Canada for resale.

The Rhode Island bent, when separated from the other species,
does not show such peculiarity among the individual plants and so
can be depended upon to present a turf of fairly uniform color and
texture. This grass, a native of the North American Atlantic sea-
board section, including the New England states and Canada, has
long been recognized as a premier turf former but its use has been
limited of late years due in a large measure to difficulty in obtaining
seed of a worth-while quality. However, it appears that seed is now
coming on the market both in Canada and the United States of
America from those sections just referred to, of such purity that it
can be depended upon to produce a fine, even, permanent putting
green.

Rhode Island bent differs considerably from creeping bent. It is
upright in habit of growth, as against the creeping, which sends out
the long creeping stems. Its inclination to root at the joints of the
stem is very slight indeed, hardly noticeable, but nevertheless, it will
knit up very closely.

\Ve have in Canada many greens sown exclusively to this grass.
The earliest were seeded with seed from the New England states and
later ones with seed from Canadian sources. As a vigorous grower,

• In Canada no llreens have as yet been converted to creeping bent by the method described
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it leaves but little to be desired. It comes on early in the spring and
holds up well during the season. On the smaller courses where
maintenance expenditure is cut down to a fine figure, it can be de-
pended upon to make a very fair green with a minimum of atten-
tion. As seems the inclination of all bent grasses, it is aggressive,
crowding out the coarse grasses and weeds, and further, having an
upright habit of growing, can be permitted extra length of leaves
with no further hazard than a slower green. This fact is of value
where greens are not cut as frequently as ideal conditions demand
and topdressed but two or three times through the season at most.
Under these circumstances, the Rhode Island bent has done particu-
larly well. Further, the fact that greens have been changed over
to bent from fescue and coarser grasses with no further delay than
that of reseeding on top of the old turf, has done much to increase
its use in the Dominion.

While Rhode Island bent as a putting green turf has proven it-
self on inland situations, it is particularly at home under maritime
conditions. This fact was particularly impressed upon the writer
when visiting the golfing sections of the eastern Canadian provinces.
Most courses in those districts are overrun with the native grass,
largely Rhode Island bent. A problem that concerned the Green
Committees was that greens made by merely cutting and rolling
the native turf proved much better than those carefully seeded to,
supposedly, superior imported grass. The use of native grass of
any species, provided it makes the kind of turf required for putting
green conditions is, of course, much to be preferred to seed or grass
imported at an expense and risk of damaging the vitality of the
material.

Bent seed, as compared with the coarser species, is very fine, run-
ning up as high, so analysts tell us, as four or five million seeds per
pound, and carrying a high percentage capable of germination. The
difficulty of securing good seed of bent is largely due to the extreme
fineness of the seed, making it difficult to separate the good seed from
chaff and inert matter. Furthermore, it is impossible for anyone
other than the expert analyst with a microscope to separate the finer
bent from redtop; and so the possibility of this coarser grass being
present in greater or smaller proportions can be readily understood.
While we have yet no means of commercially separating the bent
seed from redtop seed and most likely never will, yet when the two
grasses are growing side by side the difference is quite apparent,
both in color of flowerhead and the height of the flowering stalk.
Keeping this in mind, it is a simple matter to estimate the percentage
purity of the bent by inspecting the field prior to harvest. This in-
spection is necessary when growing the Rhode Island bent seed in
sections where redtop has been introduced.

\Ve have in commerce Rhode Island bent seed from New Zealand
under the name of Colonial bent. Tradition says that this was in-
troduced into New Zealand by Scotch-Canadian settlers who sailed
from Nova Scotia a hundred years ago, taking with them mattresses
stuffed with the wild grass which, on arrival at their new home, were
emptied out and the seed germinating, it spread rapidly. It is the
same species and if the story be true, presents rather an interesting
twist in the development of this phase of the seed industry.


